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MAINE'S FIRST VARSITY SHOW TO BE TOMORROW NIGHT
Prism Breaks Records; Student Production
Has Satirical Plot
And Original Songs
Size of Book and Sales
Exceed Previous Marks
This Edition To Be Conference Is
Largest Prism March 19-20In History
NEW LAYOUT USED
Many New Features
To Be Included
In 1939 Issue
Several records have been broken
by this year's "Prism", and many
new features added, Artemus Wea-
therbee, "Prism" editor, declared
today.
In the second of his two major
announcements of the year, he
enumerates some of the feature;
which he has incorporated into the
book.
"This year's "Prism" has set a
record in subscriptions which sup-
ersedes last year's unprecedented
ecord of 912 copies by nearly 150,
subscription this year having
reached nearly 1050 copies in spite
of the fact that the featured class
is smaller by fifty than that of last
year," said the editor. "Not only
has a record been set in the num-
ber of copies sold but also in the
number of pages in the book. Last
yaar there was a record number of
III:6 pages; this year sees the addi-
tion of 50 more."
"The foreword discloses that the
editor's objective is: to present as
complete a record as possible of the
actors in the University of Maine
scenes of 1937-38 in as free and
semi-formal a style and in as un-
prejudiced a manner as possible.'
"Section headings this year are
in a free-hand style, cover two
pages, and are printed in blue.
"The faculty section has been
touched up considerably. Many
campus pictures, and a special ar-
rangement of the pictures of the
faculty members themselves have
(lone much to better this section.
"For the first time juniors base
special blue sketches, and informbl
pictures, besides the usual cut. Ac.
Program is Announced
For Group Talks
On Leadership
The following program has been
announced for the Leadership Con-
ference to take place March 19 and
20 in the M. C. A. Building: Satur-
day afternoon, 2:00, opening ses-
sion, music, explanation of purpose
and parliamentary procedure with
demonstration, Mr. Fred P. Loring,
speaker. At 3:30 there will be a
small group discussion. The sub-
ject of "presidents" will be dis-
cussed by Miss Edith Wilson and
Mary Wright; "Secretaries" by Mr.
James Gannett and Laura Chute;
"Treasurers and Financial Commit-
tees" by Miss Pestle Greene and
Lucy Cobb; "Social Committees"
by Mrs. Lloyd Flewelling and Vir-
ginia Maguire; "Membership Com-
mittees" by Miss Elizabeth Ring,
Margaret Williston, and Lucille
Fogg; "Program Committees" by
Miss Helen Lengyel and Ruth Pa-
gan; "Song Leading," by Miss
Grace Vose and Iris Guiou.
Sunday morning at 10:00 will be
a large group meeting which will
feature a talk on "Leadership" by
Miss Evelyn Plummer, Assistant
State 4-H Club leader. At 10:45-
11:45 there will be small group dis-
cussions as follows: "Parliament-
(Continued on Page Four)
Le May to Teach
Summer Classes
Miss Mary L. LeMay, chairman
of the department of mathematics,
of the Ottawa, (Ill.) township high
school, will be the visiting profes-
sor in mathematics at the Univer-
sity of Maine Summer Session,
which opens July 5. She will give
courses on methods of instruction
and of testing, designed for high
tivities have been classified accord- school teachers. These comprise.
ing to honors, honorary societies, Content of mathematics in &con-
: pedal awards, activities, athletic:, dary Schools; Teaching of Second-
aad miscellaneous, and Dean's List ary School Mathematics; and Test-
and Tutorial Honors are recognized. ing Techniques in Mathematics for 
program; and heat but not least.
"The seniors have been generous- Secondary Schools, I 
Clem Perkins, who furnishes the
ly allotted half as many pages as Miss LeMay, a native of Illinois,
the featured class, and have been was educated at Blackburn College,
given activities write-ups. Cap and Illinois Wesleyan University, where
gown figures have been inserted to she graduated in 1920, and the Uni-
break up the monotony of the sec- ersity of Illinois from which she
lion. obtained the degree of M. S. She
"Cutaways of the freshman and has done supplementary work at
the Universities of Colorado andsophomore class pictures have been
interspersed throughout the fresh- Wisconsin. She has had thirteen
man and sophomore sections and years of experience in teaching in
do much to make these sections les: the high-school field, and before go-
monotonous, ing to Ottawa, taught at Carlin- '
"For the first time the fraternity ville, Illinois, and Wabash, Indiana.
pages include pictures of the pledg- Additional courses will be given
Is. The groups of the members are in Mathematics by Professors M.
out-of-doors pictures. The write- F. Jordan and W. S. Lucas of the
ups of the fraternities contain a University of Maine faculty.
list of members prominent in cam-
pus activities and their positions in Special Program
these activities, outstanding gradu-
ates and their occupations in both For Farm Week
local and national chapters, as well
as a short history of the fraternity. A varied and interesting program
Special free-hand headings are used
in this section as well as the soror-
ity section.
"The sorority section also has in-
formal pictures of the members of
each sorority.
"A new section has been included
in the "Prism" this year--the dorm-
itory section. It has pictures of
the students taken outside of their
respective dorms. It also recog-
nizes the off-campus men, off-cam-
pus women, home management
house, and the cabins.
"Perhaps one of the greatest
changes in this year's "Prism" is
the expansion of the Women's
Sport section from 3 pages, which
has been the maximum in the past,
to 111 pages. Men's Sports have at
(CeNtiored as Pew Pair)
Take Prominent Parts in Revue
Ruth Trielacy, who plays part of Miss Headliner. and Joan }ales, who plays part of Gypsy Shows km.•
first Varsit, Show, tomorrow evening.
Springfield College Gymnastic Team
To Give Exhibition Saturday Evening
has been arranged for the thirty-
second annual Farm and Home
Week to be held here at the Uni-
versity of Maine, March 29-31.
A special program has been
planned for the women, emphasiz-
ing family finance, rural coopera-
tion, accessories in the home, and
the needs of the youth of today.
The American Home Department
of the Maine Federation of Wo-
men's Clubs and the annual Child
Development Institute conducted by
the Maine Children's Council will
meet during the week in conjunc-
tion with the women's group.
Talks by many well-known poul-
trymen will be given, and this year,
for the first time, a special program
has been arranged for turkey grow-
ers.
The Springfield College gymnas-
tic team will give an exhibition
Saturday evening, March 19, at
7:00 P. M. in the Memorial gymna-
sium.
The team, coached by Prof. Les-
lie Judd, who has himself appeared
in an exhibition before King
George, have shown before thou-
sands of spectators in the United
States, Canada, and Mexico. Four
request performances have been
given in Madison Square Garden.
Among the outstanding members
of this year's team are Hugh No-
ble, captain and capable performer
on the paralleled and horizontal
bars; William Wright, a champion
baton twirler; Caroll Newcomb, a
trumpeter who refused a position
with a Major Bowes' unit, and who
is also very good; Harold LeMais-
tre of Australia, who performs one
of the spectacular dances on the
comedy relief.
And Perkins really is funny. He
has that rare gift of the old-time
circus clown of performing difficult
feats with such dexterity that the
audience laughs with joy at his
skill, as well as his good-natured
air that radiates clear across the
floor.
There are twenty-four men on
the team. There is not space here
to give account of each one, who is
an artist in his own line. One has
to see a performance to appreciate
this extravaganza.
This exhibition is brought here
by the department of athletics and
the assembly committee, free to
students and members of the fac-
ulty and their families.
The program follows:
1. Wand Rhythms  The
Team.
2. Side Horse or Rings----In-
dividual team members.
3. Juggling act  Cleni
Perkins.
4. Los Viegitos (Dance) • • • •
....Team members.
5. Horizontal Bar  Indi-
vidual team members
6. South Sea Island Fire Dance r
  Harold Le Maistre
oi
Indian Scalp Dance Carroll
Newstrom (Continued on Page Four)
8. Long Horse Leaping and
Vaulting  The Team Music Night Plans
Discuss Plans
Of Maine Day
Intermission
9. Hungarian Dance   Six
members
or
Indian Ceremonial Hoop Dance
10. Tumbling  Individual
team members
11. Group -azimbat with sabres
  Eight members
12. Baton Twirling ... William
Wright
13. Cuban Cane Cutters (Dance
• • • • five members
14. Parallel Bars and Pyramid
building   Individual
team members
15. Comedy gymnastics . -Stew-
art Moyer and Robert At-
kinson
or
Edward Raglan or Clem
Perkins
16. Statuary of youth the team
Indoor Tennis Review Trophy Tournament
Will Be Held in Memorial Gym Tuesday
The 16 foremost tennis playei s
in the University, including the
outdoor champion, Vernon Kent,
and the runner-up, Julie Brodie.
compete in an indoor tennis review
trophy tournament Tuesday even-
ing in Memorial gymnasium.
In addition, four coeds—Ferne
Lunt, Miriam Landon, Alice Ann
Donovan, and Louise Rice—will
battle for women honors. Silver
cups will be awarded to winners of
women's and men's singles, while a
plaque will be given to the runner-
up in the men's singles. Medals
will be given to third and fourth
place winners among the men.
The tournament will be open at
7:30 p. m. to students and members
of the faculty. Blanket tax will
be necessary for admittance, al-
though special complimentary tick-
ets will be issued to guests outside
the University.
Matches are to be run off on a
time schedule with the matches up
to the semi-finals lasting 12 min-
utes each and the finals lasting 30
minutes. The winner of a match
will be determined by the number
of points earned and not by games.
Women's matches will each be In nament,
minutes. plays a
Cups, plaques, and medals won
by the various winners will, it is
expected, become the possession of
the house or dormitory the contest-
ant has represented. Thus, two
names will appear on each reward,
that of the house and that of the
individual winner.
Men selected to compete are:
Clayton Merserau, Sigma Nu; Tom
Kane, Theta Chi; Jack Maines, Be-
ta Theta Pi; Dick Pierce, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon; William Chandler,
Sigma Chi; Jim Cahill, Kappa Sig-
ma; Leslie Brookes, Sigma Chi;
William Veague and Boddie Elli-
ott, Phi Kappa Sigma; Vernon
Kent, Alpha Tau Omega; Austin
Chamberlain, Phi Gamma Delta;
Julie Brodie and Elmer Lippe, Tau
Epsilon Phi; Dick Chime, fresh-
men; and Clark Thurston and Sew-
ell Ginsberg, commuters.
All sixteen, observers claim, are
potential winners, although Vern
Kent, Julie Brodie, Leslie Brookes,
and Rod Elliott are slightly favored
over the others.
Kent, a tall freshman from Fort
Kent who came from behind to lick
Brodie in last year's outdoor tout-
has • strong service and
great net game. Brodie.
however, has been undefeated in
indoor competition this winter and
may avenge last fall's defeat.
Elliott is a newcomer to the ten-
nis sport at the University, but
those who have seen him play in
Canada say he is the best in the
school. The little Montreal senios
was also an All-Maine halfback in
football and one of the beat ski.
jumpers of the east in winter
sports.
The other member of the big four
is Leslie Brookes, who was Univer-
sity champion two years ago.
Brookes is an aggressive playee
and may regain his former top po-
sition.
A possible dark-horse is Clark
Thurston, a commuter, who did
very well last summer in the East-
ern Maine open tennis tournament.
Thurston, incidentally, is one of the
few men at the University who
have defeated Brodie.
Officials for the tournament iii
elude:
General chairman: Dr. George M.
Small, coach of tennis.
Judges: Dr. Arthur A. thwack,
Dean Lambert S. Corbett, Dean 01.
in Lutes, Dean Edward Allen, Helen
(Continued on Page Three)
Classes Combine to Give
One Skit In Evening
With Faculty Play
Plans for the fourth annual
Maine Day to be held Wednesday,
May 4, were discussed by the gen-
eral Maine Day committee at their
first meeting Sunday evening at
President Hauck's home with chair-
man Lincoln Fish presiding.
1 The major change in the program
is to be the abolishment of individ-
:al class stunts for the evening en-
tertainment. It was decided that
the entire student body should pre-
,ent one skit, to be under the direc-
tion of the evening committee, with
the faculty play to be as in the
past. These activities will begin at
8.00 o'clock, each to last approxim-
ately 30 minutes, and to be fol-
lowed by general dancing until
11:00. Admission to the evening
entertainment will be by blanket
tax for students and by ticket for
faculty and University employees.
Sentiment from both the fresh-
men and sophomore representatives
showed that interclass rivalry had
outworn itself, and the afternoon
Are Announced
A program of wide interest and
variety has been prepared for the
annual "Music Night," which will
be held in the Little Theatre on
Thursday evening, March 21, at
7.30, followed by an informal dance
in the Alumni Hall Gymnasium.
Paul Monaghan will furnish music
for the dancing.
The following numbers will be
presented on the concert program:
University Band—"Soldiers on Pa-
rade", de Lucca; Excerpts from the
Operetta "The Chimes of Norm-
andy", Planquette; University Cho-
'us -- "Dayspring", Tchaikovsky;
"Vale of Tuoni", Sibelius; "The
Goslings" (Humoresque), Bridge;
Londonderry Air, Irish Folk; Uni-
versity Orchestra, Excerpts from
the Ballet Russe, Luigini, a. Czar-
(las b Valse Lente, c. Scene; Viol-
oncello Solo with orchestral accom-
paniment, Andante, Gabriel-Marie,
with Marion Hatch as soloist.
Besides the above, the following
will also appear on the program in
numbers to be later announced:
University Trio--John DeLong, vi-
olin; Marion Hatch, Violoncello:
Evelyn Adriance Miles, piano; an 1
as soloists, Elsa Parshley, violin-
ist; Ruth Trickey, soprano; and
Edward Marsh, terror.
Josephine Profita
Translates Play
Josephine M. Profita, senior in
the college of Arts and Sciences,
and a major in Drama, translated
Carlo Goldoni's "The Servant of
Revue Is First
Of Its Kind
At Maine
DANCE FOLLOWS
North and Cotting
Are Starred In
Revue
By Mary Oberly
After weeks of continuous re-
hearsing, the Pale Blue Revue of
1938, starring Frances North and
Roger Cotting, and produced by the
Student Arts Club, will be presented
tomorrow evening at Alumni Gym-
nasium. A semi-formal dance will
follow the Revue.
The production represents the
original work of Maine students.
Story, music, and costumes have
been furnished by members of the
University ably aided and abetted
by the faculty. The music and lyr-
ics were written by Leo Lieberman
and have been arranged for orches-
tra by Watie Akins, whose band
will play for the dance. Musical
numbers during the show will be
played by a 14-piece band made up
of members of Watie Akins' and
Perley Reynolds' orchestras. The
song titles indicate the satirical na-
ture of the story: "I'm Just a Shir-
ley Temple At Heart," "How to
Win Friends and Influence People,"
and "You've Got to Try Love."
"Ecstacy," sung by Ruth Trickey,
will be the musical highlight of the
show.
The story is a political satire,
written by Phyllis Marks of the
Contributors' Club. It concerns a
°mantic piano
-tuner who has great
schemes for bringing peace and
happiness to the world through
rhythm and love. He goes to a
League of Nations meeting as a
band leader and there he meets
'Evangeline, the daughter of aristo-
cratic old Senator Cottonseed. At
first Clarence has nothing but trou-
ble, for the Senator will not accept
him as a suitor for his daughter
and the League of Nations will not
accept his proposal to preserve
Peace.
However, when the chairman of
the meeting, Anthony Tweedin, re-
signs, Clarence takes his place and
everything is straightened out to
the satisfaction of all concerned.
In the course of the action various
world - recognized characters are
brought in to heighten the satire.
Frances North, who will play
Evangeline, has appeared in sever-
al Campus entertainments with her
particular specialty of song and
swing. Roger Cotting, as Clarence,
will handle the masculine lead. Joan
Fates will play the role of Gypsy
Shows Knee and convince the audi-
ence that Gs pay is a misunderstood
girl when she sings "I'm Just A
Shiiley Temple at Heart."
Other important characters are
K. Stanford who will play Anthony
Tweedin and Merritt Trott and
Virginia Maguire will take the
Two Masters, which will be pre,. parts of President and Mrs. Rose-
sented by the Maine Masque on melt
April 26, 27, 28 as its last produc- A chorus of Maine co-eds will
tion of the season. (lance to Lieberman's songs. The
The translation of this play by routines are varied and boast of
Miss Profit* is an innovation in formations and wedges in addition
that it is the first time in the his- 10 tap steps. Eileen Cassidy of the
tory of the University that a stu• Physical Education Department is
dent has attempted such a task. in charge.
Miss Profita has studied Italian Solo dancers will be Mavis Crea-
abroad and in addition has taken mer and Theodore Sobel, of Cam-
several courses while at the uni- I pus fame as "Shag and Skip." They
versity. have innovated a new interprets-
"The Servant of Two Masters Is tion of the Shag for this produc-
a classical farce in three acts, with lion,
the setting in Venice in the eight- Costumes are under the direction
eenth century. Tryouts are being ef Edna Louise Harrison. The
held this week; and rehearsals will chorus will be costumed in pale
get underway next week. (Continued on Page Four)
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A New Collegiate Magazine
The present school year has seen the birth of a new venture
in collegiate journalism in New England. Several undergradu-
ates at Clark University conceived the idea of a New England
intercollegiate magazine with a threefold purpose; to present
news from every college and university in New England; to print
literary contributions of worth; and to express student thought
and feeling. These students, with associates from other New
England colleges, brought into being the -Collegiate Review."
Campus Camera By Lea 
JANITOR MA.
ONLY PUBLIC SCHOOL JANITOR
IN THE VS. TO EARN A GRADUATE
DEGREE IS ADAM DENHARDT.
NO ORDINARY JANITOR, MR.
DENHARDT, 64-, WAS A GERMAN
TEACHER FOR 33 YEARS. HE
WROTE HIS THESIS IN FRENCH AND
RECEIVED HIS DEGREE AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF DETROIT!
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E NOTES
Piot% Charles (i. Cumming of
Bangor will speak at the next Ves-
per Service to be held in the Little
Theater Sunday afternoon, March
120, at 4:15. His subject will be
'The Path of Sacrifice". Professor
Cumming spoke at the Sunday
morning service during Freshman
Week this year here.
The Elms String Trio will play
two selections during the service.
This will be the last Vesper Service
before Palm Sunday.
Mrs. Janet Nelson, special lec-
turer in the freshman hygiene
course, is the speaker for the next
meeting of the Y. W. C. A., to be
held in Balentine sun-parlor Mon-
day afternoon at 4:15.
No meetings in the series of in-
formal fraternity discussions will
be held during the week of March
21.
Plans are being made for a se-
ries of short religious services to
be held during Holy Week. The
program for these services will con-
sist of music and a brief talk.
1
,- --9STRANGE INTERLUDESt--•—.
By University Snoops
It 'e wonder how all the Colvin Sophomores jell when they sm all their
old flames at the dance with little Irish girls Another one added to Bill
Ward's list. Is Polly one of the -Ten Pretty Girls- or just an extra? 11'hat's
happened to Betty and Bill? We thought they were going steady but
Connie goes in big for presidents—class president or president of the Owls; it
makes no difference, does it, Connie? Has Littlefield folds+ for Doak and
has she fallen for him! They fall harder in the spring Hilda will have a
whole crew pretty soon. What is Jerry going to do?
You should have seen Bud and Lib the other night. They seemed quite
wrapped up in each other, and it was their first date Wish to contribute a
few reasons why spring is here: Nancy Hennings has that far away look in
her eyes; Ed Costrell is trway to Bean Town on a bandelorum (he calls it
business); lo Profile is maintaining that women's place is in the home; Ruth
Triekey sings meetly to herself as she goes to classes; Pete Emery feels low
because his love life is looking up: Prof. Bradt appears at his lectures in a clean
shirt on Monday Jo Morneault thinks of running for campus mayor; Elea-
nor Savage complains that it is harder to write about things than to do them
(Eh 8a—deseriptiou, narration, and short story). Saltzman doesn't think tee
ought to mention his bright new socks.
CORRESPONDENCE
(The correspondence columns of The Campus are open to the public on pertinent
subjects, and letters are welcomed. All letters should be signed with the author's real
name, but a pen name will be used in publication of the letter if desired. The ideas
stated in these columns are not necessarily those of The Campus and should not be so
considered. The editor reserves the right to withhold any letter or a part of any letter.)
To the Editor:
As the light rays from the dreary
world outside strike the dry and
yellowed pages of the dusty tonic
opened before me, and the dustier
In view of the latest European tome upon which I sit becomes
developments, attention is called to harder and harder, and my legs,
the fact that copies of the "London because there are only about three
Times Weekly" may be found in inches between the volume upon
the Reading Room of the M. C. A. which I am sitting and the floor,
Building. These are the only cop- in spite of the fact that this is a
ies of the periodical available on very thick tome and my legs are
campus. In them will be found not the longest at Maine, find more
some of the British views of the muscles than I ever knew I had to
contemporary crisis, get sore, I scribble these lines to
Christopher Morley's latest bit break with tradition—"I don't like you, knowing that of all persons,
For the current season it is being published quarterly, butiof froth, "The Trojan Horse," is a bananas, and I'm glad I don't like Paul Bunyon you will try to do something about
will, in the fall of 1938, become a monthly. Each issue, besides 1 bananas, for if I liked them I'd eat
news and literary material, includes a survey of some college them, and I hate the darn things." On Campus 
my distressing situation.
pleasant relief from some of the 
I have been in that gloomy region
campus, stories of campus personalities, and many other lea- more weighty tomes now popular.
- Now that I've got that off my • of the Building of the Intelligent-
tures. Colby, Bates, Bowdoin and the University of Maine are Instead of his usual pure fantasy, chest, I'm reminded of something. Wayne Garland, six feet, eight sia, stacked with dusty relics of the
among the forty-one colleges and universities cooperating in this Mr. Morley this time parodies the You ought to hear Don Adams or- inches tall, the most lofty student past, the Third Floor Stacks—all
der a banana split the new way. in the University, once. afternoon. An exuberantly roman-
It'll drive you nuts. Was a member of the C. c. c.— tic young couple around the corner
It would appear that I've had too 158th company, down at Southwest occupy the only two chairs and the
much about drinking in this column. Harbor. Although Wayne was not I only table in the vicinity. Billets
People seem to miss it since I left a specialist, during his year and doux and the carving of one's ii-
it out. And yet, what criticism one-half enlistment, he . . . tials on library tables seem to fan.
when I put it in. There is nothing Had a job unlike any ever before cinate college kiddoes as well as
wrong in writing about the pupils
of Bacchus. Coleridge, the dope,
even quoth a line now and then
when he was thirsty that went
something like—"Water, water ev-
erywhere, . but not a drop to
drink." That is misquoted slightly,
but not much, not much.
First sign of spring, the increase
of twosomes in the book store or-
dering izecrim kones. And with
that indication, mention should be
made of a few things that become
involved with spring. First of all
comes courtship, defined by many
as consisting of a man chasing a
woman until she catches him. That
brings up love, love in the spring,
a misunderstanding between fools.
Ah love, beware, be where? Love
and books never did mix, but of Ws°
evils, choose the prettier, as I don't
know how many others have said
before me.
Another thing that comes up in
the spring rush for feminine pul-
chritude on every campus is that
someone is going to discover that
the bevy of beauties is not large
enough to go around. For those
who get a woman
Whose eyes are crossed,
Has hair like kelp,
Be sure it's dark
And that will help.
This next is a bit of senseless di-
atribe along political lines, and
though I had a hand in it, I'm not
responsible.
A Briton wouldn't a-wooing go,
"Heigh-ho," says Eden.
"Whether Chamberlain wanted
or no,
I've told II Duce where he
can go,
And out went Anthony Eden.
Now that the time has come to
bring this strip to a close, I am
sticking on one more bit that may
express the sentiments of many,
and to save them the trouble of
saying it themselves, I've done it
for them. Always willing to please,
you know, et al. (Or don't you
know et all?)
I think that I shall never see
An end to this, Kants' poetry.
We all like verse, but it's a sin
The way that Kubla rubs it in.
new publication.
Few copies of the -Review- have appeared on this campus,
but with the appearance of the spring number which will contain
news from the University of Maine, student interest should be
awakened to subscribe to and offer contributions for this new
magazine. The "Collegiate Review- offers an unparalleled op.
portunity for individuals of organizations to get some of their
literary works printed in a magazine read on nearly every col-
lege campus in New England. The opportunity seems too good
to pass by.
Maine Day
Already the committee for the fourth annual Maine Day is
at work. The sunny days of May seem far away, perhaps, but
the committee is determined that nothing shall be left undone
that should be done to make Maine Day a success. This event.
so young in years yet already so rich in the memories that will
become tradition, must become as integral a part of our univer-
sity life as homecoming day, or commencement, for no other
day can so bring to every student and faculty member such e
feeling of pride in his university. For faculty and students to
work together to make our campus more beautiful, to frolic to-
gether, to spend an evening together in play and dance, will, as
no other day could, swing the elements of dissension into one
mighty pulse of loyalty and enthusiasm. Maine could not but
be better for it.
University Glee Club
Praises have been sung. and justly so. for the presentation
of "Johnny Johnson-. One feature which has not received much
publicity, and yet met with very favorable reception, was the
singing by the male chorus, it brings up the old question of
why there is no male glee club or even a university quartette a:
Maine. It hardly could be for lack of talent. It seems as though
a few enterprising songsters might do well by themselves and the
University by organizing at least a male quartette.
Because of a necessary three day leave of absence by Ed-
win S. Costrell, "Campus- editor. Arland R. Meade has served
as editor-in-chief and Clement Smith as managing editor of the
"Campus- this week.
Lord Heads Extension Chiefs Beverage Achieves Research
George E. Lord, assistant direc- The feature article in the March
tor of the Maine Extension Ser- issue of The Maine Alumnus, en-
vice, was chosen chairman of the
Northeastern Section of Extension
Directors at the annual directors'
conference held in New York City,
March 3 to 5 inclusive.
This conference, which includes
directors and assistant directors
of the Extension Service in the New
England states, New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
Maryland and Virginia, serves as a
coordinating body between the
states and between the Extension
Service and some of the newer Fed-
eral agencies in the agricultural
field.
Every third Saturday at 4 a. m.
Arthur L. Loessin of Columbia, S.
D., starts a 300 mile drive to at-
tend the special classes for public
school teachers held at the Univer-
sity of North Dakota. He travels
the greatest distance of any in the
clam (A. C. P.)
titled "Laurels Lightly Rest" by
Lee Galvin, tells of important ie-
search work which is being carried
on by Harold H. Beverage, '15.
Beverage is chief research engineer
for R. C. A. Communication, Inc..
and President of the Institute of
Radio Engineers.
All major compr▪ ehensives in the
College of Arts and Sciences will
be given Saturday, March 19. The
time, morning or afternoon, will be
announced by each department,
Dean Allen said.
Oral comprehensives in the Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences will be
given during the last full week in
April.
• 
The following pledge reports
have been received and properly
recorded by the Tnterfraternity
Council:
Sigma Chi: Burton H. Albee and
Richard S. Piper.
BY PRISCILLA HASKELL
Trojan War. Under the guise of
debunking hist or y, he cleverly
works in satire of some of our mod-
ern institutions, yet, of course.
without a trace of malice.
Some readers, who still regard
the classics as sacred, might consi-
der the book vulgar, but its extreme
lightness should protect it from
this criticism. Mr. Morley's airy
fancy is so delightful that what
might be sacrilege in others is for-
given him as one forgives an unruly
child. He mingles ancient and mod-
ern rather incongruously, but of
course he is not trying to be con-
sistent. He pictures the Trojan
War as just an overgrown football
game, with George Ilium, a high-
pressured radio commentator,
bringing the highlights of each
day's fighting to the peoples of
Troy. At night both Trojan and
Greek warriors frolic at a night
club outside the city limita, where
they are separated only by an arbi-
trary boundary running across the
middle of the dance floor.
The love story of Troilus and
Cressida occupies the center of at-
tention. Cressida is a blase young
divorcee, while Troilus is a poetic,
dreamy youth, completely wrapped
up in his first love. Dr. Calchas,
Cressida's father, is portrayed as
an economic expert who deserts to
the Greeks when his graphs show
him that the fortunes of Troy are
on the wane. Pandarus, that amus-
ing old rascal, becomes a modern
munitions king. The prophetic Cas-
sandra is a pacifist who stages an-
ti-war demonstrations much to the
embarrassment of her father, King
Priam. The other characters are
similarly converted into appropri-
ate modern figures.
Perhaps the most amusing epi-
sode in the book is the Sunday
night suppers which Priam provides
for his hundred offspring. The le-
gitimate and illegitimate sons are
seated on separate bleachers, giv-
ing appropriate cheers and making
complaints to their father. Poor
Priam has to consult his wife to
settle disputes as to who belong
to each group. This is only a sam-
ple of the products of Mr. Morley's
imagination which make "The Tro-
jan Horse" one of the most amus-
ing books of the year.
Asked whether they preferred
men or women bosses, 620 women
studied by a Colgate University
psychologist, said they preferred
men because women bosses let per-
sonal things creep into work, get
angry over errors, are jealous, are
efficiency slaves, find fault, and pay
toe much attention to details. (A.
C. P.)
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KU- LA CANTS
By Lewis Nightingale
Once every year all the college
papers in the country manage to
get off that old dissertation on ba-
nanas, and since I never was one to
Police questioned 13 University
of Tulsa students recently whom
they suspected of being "grave
robbers", only to find that they
were just filling a hell week assign-
ment copying data from tomb-
stones on order of heir fraternity
"brothers." (A. C. P.)
offered by the officers of the
Triple C. After Wayne had per-
formed feats that would arouse the
envy of Paul Bunyan himself, a
series of legends grew up about
him, in which he was described
as...
The man who held the tops of
trees so that th,y would remain
steady while other men sawed be-
low...
The man who waded a mile into
the Atlantic Ocean before the wa-
ter was deep enough for him to
swim .
The man who, when standing on
the ground, kissed the major's
daughter while she was sitting on a
seat a-top the ferris wheel at the
fair,
The man who had such a long
digestive tract that in winter boil-
ing soup fell in ice-cubes as it
reached his stomach.
But Wayne really became famous
when he was commissioned by the
government to go from one camp to
another to .
Pick off the swallows' nests from
beneath the eaves ...
Which he could do without a lad-
der. But Wayne had to quit this
well-paying job after a year .
Because he got cricks in his back
from stooping so _much!
N Elects Mersereau President
Clayton D. Mesereau was chosen
president of Sigma Nu fraternity
at an election held this week. Oth-
er officers are: Stuart Currier, vice-
president; Arthur T. Cartier, trea-
surer; Robert Rich, recorder-re-
porter; Allyn E. Charpentier, chap-
lain; Thomas S. Pinkham, mar-
shal; James McCain, sentinel;
Winfield Smith, third member of
house committee; Otis Davis, stew-
ard; and Carleton Clark, alumni
contact officer.
Students at Oklahoma A. and M.
College can walk on dry steamlined
sidewalks even on icy, slippery
days. When college engineers de-
signed the underground system of
laying steam heating lines between
buildings they were placed under-
neath some of the main intercon-
necting sidewalks. The steam pipes
keep ice or wet spots from collect-
ing on the walks. (A. C. P.)
• 
Gamma Nu's at the University
of Oklahoma have an unwritten
code that no girl may date a boy
whom a sorority sister is already
dating.. (A. C. p.)
grammar school and high school
youngsters. And after all, I only
have a 3,000 word term paper to
hand in for tomorrow.
But I don't mind the least bit
practically sitting on the floor. In
fact I rather like it. I hear thc
drone of the pleasant monotonous
voices of another couple beneath
me and that and the sixteenth cen-
tury irresistibly lure along the
forthcoining siesta I have valiant-
iy tried to repulse all afternoon.
And then, too, here I am close to
nature—close to the cobwebs on the
lowest shelves of the bookcases—
close to those ghosts of the earth
which slyly lurk on the covers of
both my volumes and have already
printed a definite dark circle on the
seat of my collegiate gray skirt—
close to the elements as my legs in-
evitably rest on the cold hard glass
of the Stacks floor.
But why should I describe to you
all these dreary circumstances If
my lot is a dusty, cob-webby one,
then it must be. After all, I can't
stand up and hold a ten-pound vol-
uminous volume for five hours in
my feminine arms. I'm no foot-
ball hero, and I couldn't bear to
ask Cupid's children, who have
completely forgotten the existence
of the world's cold reality, to awake
to the realization of another's ach-
ing muscles, paralyzed posture, and
hopelessly humped shoulders, and
bleary eyes. Love is so beautiful.
I do hope the public will excuse
my fantastic suggestion that a few
chairs be spread about for us few
who do come to college for knowl-
edge, and perhaps another table or
two, maybe smaller ones, for sin-
gle persons like me.
Of course, though, I can see the
advantages as things are. I can
see how much more forbidding and
intellectual and dignified the libra-
ry looks bare of comforts — even
necessary comforts. I can note how
much more we appreciate and zeal-
ously watch over every little note
taken from those dusty tomes after
we have stood up long afternoons
holding our yellow scrap paper
against the hard, cold, unsympath-
etic plastered walls while we added
note upon note patiently. And then,
I realize how comforting it is, in
the midst of the sixteenth century,
to realize that there are happy and
affectionate people in the world
when I hear from the rear of the
stacks an audibly uttered endear-
ment. And so I suppose if we stu-
dents are facetious enough to ex-
pect chairs to sit in while we study
and tables to rest our ten-pound
volumes on, we deserve disillusion-
ment.
But, Editor, when you have lived
in disillusionment nearly four years
already, its effects cease to affect.
Don't you think we seniors should
have, well, perhaps, inverted waste
baskets to take our comprehensive
notes on, or - - I don't want to be
too particular - - packing-boxes or
a couple thick Webster's dictionar-
ies.
Hopefully yours,
JULIE.
ON%ing (Os misunderstanding and Final Community Concert
a consequent confusion concerning Features Bruno Castagna
the date es. •shich the Prism goes
off sale, the final dead-line for plac-
ing orders has been extended to
March 26, the date on which college
closes for the spring recess. If
you wish to place an order clip the
coupon which appeared in last
week's Campus and send it to BOX
52, Alumni Hall, or. if )ou wish,
you may accomplish the same ends
by calling the MCA any afternoon
and asking for a Prism repre-enta-
live. Faculty members may obtain
copies of the Prism by placing their
orders by mail.
The final Community Concert of
the season, featuring Bruna Cas-
tagna, young Metropolitan Opera
star, will be presented at the Ban-
gor City Hall on Wednesday,
March 23, at 8.15.
A special bus will leave Halentine
at 7.15, Maples at 7.20, the Elm,
at 7.25, and So. Hall at 7.30, Res-
ervations should be made with Eliz-
abeth Luce, Madeline Davis, Isabel
Crosby, or Mary Upham. The round
trip will be $.40.
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SCHOOL OF LAW
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Leading to LIB. Degree
Day Program three years Evening Program ...four years
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A limited number of scholarships available to college graduates
Graduate Curriculum
Leading to 1.1..M. Degree
Two-year Evening program open to
graduates of approved Low Schools
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By BILL SALTZMAN
Those teams are here again . The Lewiston Sun started it
and we hope to finish it, provided no one tiaishes us first. We refer,
of course, to the iseletion of All - Maine basketball teams, a very
difficult and almost impossible task It would he easy to name eight
or ten outstanding men, but :As designate five players as the best in
the state is to do an injustice to several other players who might be
just as good, if not better.
All - Maine teams, good or bad, are a lot of fun, however, and
should be taken in that manner. Without further explanations,
therefore, we present our 19:.:8 All - Maine basketball team. Com-
plaints will be received at the Campus office.
The team:
Forwards — Burrill of Colby, Woodbury of Bates
Center — Webber of Maine
Guards — Hamlin of Maine, Kenney of Bates
It might appear strange that Colby, which won the state cham-
pionship, has only one :nan on the team, while Maine and Bates
have each two pei formers. Colby, however, was a team's team, not
a team of brilliant individuals.
In other words, the Mules played very well as a unit, but, in our
opinion, they had only one outstanding individual, Burrill, easily the
class of the stale's basketball men.
For the sake of comparison, All - Maine teams picked by the
Lewiston Sun and Colby Echo follow:
Lewiston Sun
Forwards — Burrill of Colby and Woodbury of Bates.
Center — Webber of Maine
Guards — Pearl of Colby and Hamlin of Maine
Colby Echo
Forwards — Rogers of Maine and Burrill of Colby
Center — Woodbury of Bates
Guaids — Pearl of Colby and Lord of Maine
Another columnist in our midst .. . Fred Brice, head football
coach at the Unisersity the past 17 years. turned sports columnist
the other week. To be sure it was only for one day, but what he
wrote is worthy of consideration,
"Probably in no other New England state is there mere natural
rivalry and greater competition than in the state of Maine." writes
Brice in "The Sports Forum" of the Boston Transcript. "Bowdoin,
Colby, Bates. and the University of Maine. year in, year out, furnish
keen competition but above every thing else have kept athletics on
a high plane scholastically and with a high standard of eligibility
and rules regulating the various sports."
After paying a tribute to Adam Walsh who "has done an ex-
cellent job" at Bowdoin. the Maine coach goes on to say that the
Polar Bears will be "the favored team for next fall's campaign with
Colby presenting strong opposition."
"Both Maine and Bates lost hs avily by graduation, and will be
forced to build new teams. .11 McCoy, formerly with Northeastern.
in his first coaching at Colby had a mediocre season but has excel-
lent prospects for next fall. Colby is definitely on the upgrade."
Discussing the state track situation. Brice commeats: "The
(Maine) track team under Chet Jenkins has been a consistent win-
ner. and will be highly favored to repeat this spring (in the state
meet) as they have some excellent performers in nearly every
event."
Tabs: Two events for your "must' calendar: The Springfield
gymnasts Saturday evening and the Indoor Tennis Review Tourn-
ament, both in Memorial gymnasium . .. Spring football practice
starts soon. T'will be a tough job this year. Ten out of the eleven
starters are to be graduated. Congrats to Phi Eta Kappa for its
thrilling intramural championship win Tuesday evening. And nice
work, Mac ... Hal Woodbury, who is an assistant in the physical
ed department, was recently named freshman baseball coach, suc-
ceeding Bill Wells, resigned ... Goad luck, Woodie . .. Best feat of
the week: Johnny Gowell running wild tc take three firsts at the
Northeastern-Maine track meet Watch the trackmen go to town
in the spring ... That is, if nothing happens ... Last week was the
first time in 16 years that Stanley Wallace, trainer, ever missed an
event in a Maine track meet.
Maine Trackmen Top
Northeastern Squad
The Maine vat say track team
finished the indoor season in great
style Saturday night as it swamped
Northeastern University by a score
of 81 2-3 to 34 1-3, giving Maim.:
an undefeated season.
Johnny Gowell, unable to com-
pete in the last two meets, was
back in top form as he scored three
firsts, tops for the meet. Gowell
began by breaking the meet record
in the 45 yard high hurdle event.
Then he won the 70 yard low hur-
dle. In this event, in addition to
breaking the meet record, Johnny
set a new college indoor record by
running the event in 8 seconds. In
the broad jump, Johnny leapt 23
feet, 3-4 inch for another new meet
record.
Don Smith, who has also been
somewhat handicapped by injuries
this season, ran a great mile, as he
beat Leek of Northeastern by 5
yards, setting a new meet record of
4 min. 26 2-5 sec. Smith also ran
the 1000 yard run, as Haggett was
indisposed. Leek, however, took his
revenge in this event, by beating
Smith and setting a new meet rec-
ord of 2 mm., 21 3-5 sec,
Sid Hurwitz took firsts in both
the 70 yard and 300 yard events.
In the 600 yard run, however, Hur-
witz was beaten by Mascianica,
who set • new meet record of 1:14,
1-4 in the event. Other outstanding
Maine performers were Waldo Har-
dison, who leapt 12 ft. 2 6-8 in. for
a new meet record in the pole
vault; Bill Hunnewell, who lapped
the whole field and set a new meet
record of 9:39, 3-6 in the two mile
run; Stan Johnson, who won the 35
pound weight event with a heave
of 52 ft., 10 inches; and Harold
Dyer who won the shot put.
For Northeastern, Miles, who
won the high jump with a leap of
4 ft., 2 in., and took second in the
45 yard high hurdles, and Leek,
who won the 600 and took second In
the mile as previously stated, were
the leading scolds.
The summary of the Maine-
Northeastern track meet:
16 pound shot put—Won by Dy-
er, Maine; second, Colligen, North-
eastern; third, Whipple, Northeast-
ern. Distance: 42 ft., 8, 3-4 in.
35 pound weight—Won by John-
son, Maine; second, Fox, Maine;
third, Marston, Maine. Distance:
52 feet 10 1-2 in. New Meet rec-
ord.
45 yard hurdles—Won by Cowell,
Maine; second, Miles, Northeast-
ern; third, Shenker, Northeastern.
Time: 6 sec. New meet record.
70 Yard Dash—Won by Hurwitz.
Maine; second, Atwood, Maine;
third, Holmes, Northeastern. Time:
7 3-5 seconds.
One Mile Run—Won by D. Smith,
Maine; second, Leek, Northeastern:
third, Neal, Maine. Time 4:26
New meet record.
600 Yard Run—Won by Mascian-
ice, Northeastern; second, Hui
witz, Maine; third, McDonough.
Northeastern. Time: 1:14, 1-5, NC'A
meet record.
Two Mile Run—Won by Hunne-
well, Maine; second, Whicher,
Maine; third, Dequine, Maine.
Time: 9:39 3-5. New meet record.
Pole Vault—Won by Hardison,
Maine; second, tie, Leonard and
Rich, Maine, Distance: 12 ft., 2
5-8 in. New meet record. Hien
Jump, won by Miles, Northeastern;
second, tie, McCarthy, Maine, F. ,
Higgins, Maine, and Whipple,
Northeastern. Distance 6 ft., 2 In.
1000 Yard Run,—Won by Leek,
Northeastern; second 1), Smith,
Maine; third, Grant, Northeastern.
Time 2:21, 3-5. New meet record.
70 Yard Low Hurdles—Won by
Cowell, Maine; second Shenker,
Maine. Winning time R. 1-6 see.
New meet and indoor college record
of 8 sec, set in trial heat.
300 Yard Dash—Won by Hur-
witz, Maine; second, tie, Kelley.
Northeastern; third, F. Higgins,
Phi Eta Kappa
Court Champs
Warren McNeill's basket with
only 45 seconds remaining gave Phi
Eta Kappa a 35 to 34 win over Phi
Mu Delta Tuesday evening in the
championship game of the Univer-
sity intramural league.
At the beginning of the last quar-
ter, the score was 25-29, in favor of
Phi Eta Kappa. Phi Mu cagers
quickly grabbed a lead and held !t
with Phi Eta never more than a few
points behind. Forty-five second:
to go, and Phi Mu Delta was ahead
by one point. In the next few sec-
onds Warren McNeil dropped the
ball through the hoop, winning the
game for Phi Eta Kappa by one
point.
It was just another ball game un-
til the third quarter. Up until that
time, except for mild excitement of
first quarter when Phi Mu went on
a scoring tour to chase up a ten
point lead, the teams did not play
real basketball, It was a shot here
and a shot there, and although the
score quarter by quarter might
look like something interesting,
neither squad got into their true
stride.
But the third quarter was good.
The teams were evenly matched.
and they both fought for all they
were worth, seemingly realizing
that the championship hinged on
just a few points one way or the
other. It was a fitting overture to
the one point win in the last forty-
five seconds of the game.
Box score:
PHI ETA KAPPA
G F P
Ashby rf 6 0 12
McNeil lf 3 1 7
Hamilton c 5 1 11
MacKay Ig 1 0 2
Burr rg 1 1 3
Bessey c 0 0 0
16 3 35
PHI MU DELTA
G F P
Browne rf 4 2 10
Kenney If 3 1 7
Robbins c 1 1 3
Roberts Ig 5 2 12
Chandler rg 1 0 3
Nelson If 0 0 0
Perry 1g 0 0 0
14 6 34
Gymnasts Here I Track Team Unbeaten
During Indoor Season;
Runs Up Large Scores
One of the features of the Springfield
an exhibition here Saturday night.
Gynmastic team, which gives
FOOTBALL AGAIN
Forty-five football candidates
will report for spring practice
Friday afternoon, Coach Fred
Brice said today.
The first session, however,
will be devoted merely to or-
ganization plans. Actual work
will start in the field house
Monday and will continue for
four days during which time
track and baseball sessions will
be suspended.
The squad will meet again
during the last two weeks of •
May when scrimmages and sig-
nal drills will be held. During
the month of May, Brice will
work with individuals.
Brice faces a difficult task
this year since 10 out of last
year's II starters and 15 out of
the 23 lettermen will be grad-
uated.
Bridgton won the University of
Maine Preparatory School tourna-
ment by defeating Hebron 50 to 37,
Friday afternoon.
NOVEL TENNIS TOURNEY In the preliminary rounds He-
(Continued from Page One) bron defeated Ricker 71 to 42, while
Bridgton won over M. C. I. by the
A. Lengyel, W. W. Chadbourne, and i score of 49 to 27. In the console-
Maynard Jordan. ' tion game M. C. I. edged out Ricker
Time-keepers: Dean Lambert S. 39 to
Corbett, Dr. Fred Griffee, John
Higgins.
Linesmen: James A. Gannett, A.
K. Gardner, Charles Crossland,
Theron Sparrow.
Umpires: Jack Freese, Shep
Hurd, Marion Rogers, Harry Wat-
son, George Lord, John Stewart.
Scorers: Mark Bailey, Arthur
Stephens, George Dow, Karl Lar-
sen.
Referees: Roy Atherton, Dwight
Demerritt, George Steinbauer, W.
Starr.
Trainer: Stanley M. Wallace.
Maine, and Holmes, Northeastern
Time, 32 3-5 seconds. Broad jump,
Won by Gowell, Maine; second,
McCarthy, Maine; third, L. Smith.
Maine. Distance, 23 feet 3-4 inch
New meet record.
3 01110Nie
Thurs., March 17
Jane NVithers in
"CHECKERS"
Metro News--The River
T [311 10
Fri.. Sat., March 18-19
W. C. Fields in
"THE BIG BROAD-
CAST"
Martha Raye, Ben Blue.
Dorothy Lamour
1st Episode "Zoro Rides Again"
Paramount News
Mon Tues., March 21-22
"GOLD IS WHERE YOU
FIND IT"
Gm. Brent, Olivia DeHaviland
In gorgeous new Technicolor
News—Hollywixid Reporter
Wed., March 23
This is Bank Nite
"PARADISE FOR
THREE"
with
Frank Morgan. Florence Rice
Robert Young. Mary Astor
Cartoon, Comedy. Pop. Science
3 shows daily-2:30. 6:30. 8:30
Feature at 3:00, 7:00, 9:00
 •
31.
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CAPTAINS
Rod Elliott and Harvard
Whitten have been elected hon-
orary captains of varsity win-
ter sports and freshman bas-
ketball teams, respectively, T.
S. Curtis, faculty manager of
athletics, said today.
Elliott is one of the leading
ski-jumpers in the east and was
aLso an All-Maine halfback in
football. He is a senior and a
member of Phi Kappa Sigma
social fraternity.
Whitten, who at one time
starred for Aroostook Central
Institute and Bridgton Acad-
emy, played forward on the
crack frosh five. He is in the
college of agriculture.
Edward C. Sherry and Arnold L.
Veague, two lads from Phi Kappa
Sigma, kept their eye on the bounc-
ing ball last Monday night, result-
ing in a win over Sigma Nu, rep-
resented by Arthur T. Cartier and
Allyn E. Charpentier, in the finals
of the intramural handball tourney.
Score: 21-4; 21-16.
After Phi Eta Kappa's Frank F.
Tapley and James A. Marr copped
the first game in the semi-finals,
they lost to Phi Kappa Sigma, with
a score of: 18-21; 21-7; 21-15.
Sigma Nu won in the semi-finals,
leaving them as runner-up for the
tourney.
ANNOUNCING
The First Anniversary Spring
Opening
OF
The grace Shoppe...;
FRIDA1 and s.V11111):1V. M.%R(11 is and 19
The person ludding the lucky registration number will
lw presented with a St2.91-, tlress Stitt.
A rose to each ti, sit mier.
We have the Collar
that wouldn't wear out41111.11•1..
IN recent tests, the amaz-
ing new soft collar on
Arrow's New Trump shirt
still looked great after its
fiftieth trip to the laundry.
Fifty washings are equal to
two years of ordinary wear
—which is some going for
the collar of any shirt.
Like the rest of Our
Arrows, the New Trump is
Mitoga form-6t and SAnfor-
ized-Shrunk . . . a new shirt
free if one es cr shrinks.
ARROW NEW TRUMP
$2
VIRGIE'S
ORONO
ARROW
SANITMIZI
Licks Colby, Bates,
New Hampshire
And Huskies
By Clement Smith
In beating Northeastern last Sat-
urday, the University of Maine var-
sity track team completed an un-
defeated season in indoor track. In
accomplishing this feat the squad
ran up a score of 324 1-12 points
against 142 11-12 points taken by
their four adversaries.
The first meet in which Maine
men competed was the B. A. A.
games at Boston. Johnny Gowell,
Sid Hurwitz, Don Kelley, and John-
ny Haggett, composed the Maine
,clay team which competed there
and emerged winners over Bates
and Worcester Polytechnic Insti-
tute.
On February 19, the varsity par-
ticipated in a meet with the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire, in
which Maine won by a score of 69
I 1-2 to 47 1-2. Although Maine was
ahead in the scoring all during the
meet, this was the closest meet of
I the season,
The following week, February 26,
Maine stacked up against Colby
College and swamped them 97 11-12
to 19 1-2. Colby was only able to
cop two first places. Incidentally
Johnny Gowen and Don Smith were
both out of this meet with injuries,
or the score might have been even
more one sided.
On March 5, Maine met Bates, at
Lewiston, the only meet away from
Orono, Although Maine was handi-
capped somewhat on the Bates
, track, the team succeeded in run-
ning up a score of 75 points ageing
-12 scored by Bates.
Last Saturday, Maine met North-
eastern at Maine. This meet which
was expected to be the closest of
the season, ended in a score of al
'2-3 to 34 1-3 in favor of the Maine
cindermen. In this meet Johnny
Gowell, who was unable to compete
in the Bates and Colby meets, led
the team to a victory by breaking
three meet records and one indoor
track record.
Outstanding men of the Maine
squad are: Sid Hurwitz in the 600,
300 and 70 yard events; Don Smith
a great miler; Waldo Hardison,
who has had a great season in the
po!e vault event; Harold Dyer, a
steady performer in the shot put
and discus events; Stan Johnson, a
sophomore who has turned in ster-
ling performances in the 35 pound
weight events and is also looking
good in the discus; Johnny Crowell
ace performer in the hurdles and
broad jump and who has broken or
tied five Maine track records; John-
ny Haggett, who has had a great
year in the 1,000 yard event; Bill
Hunnewell, who has been a consist-
ent winner in the two mile run;
Don Kelley, outstanding in the 300
and discus events, and Bill Mc-
Carthy in the broad and high
jumps.
Other men who have turned in
good performances for Maine are:
Foster Higgins, who is one of the
most promising men on the squad,
and who performs in the hurdles
and high jump; Herb Leonard and
Charlie Weaver in the pole vault;
Bob Atwood, a fine dash man; and
Melvin McKenzie in the hurdles.
The freshman track squad also
completed an undefeated season. In
their first meet they swamped
South Portland 81 to 18. In the sec-
ond meet of their schedule which
was with Bridgton, the Maine
frosh won by a score of 54 to 44.
In a meet with the Colby frosh the
following week the Maine yearlings
emerged winners by a score of 63
1-3 to 39 2-3. Again in their last
meet of the season, the frosh came
through to whip the Bates first
year men 59 to 49.
Stand outs for the frosh are:
Bennett, ace performer in the 35
pound weight, discus, and shot put
events; Blasidell, in the mile and
1000 yard runs; Dexter, a good
pole vaulter and high jumper; Ehr-
lenbach in the 600 yard event; and
I DaSilva, a good dash man.
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VACATION
Buy before—pay after
REVERSIBLE TOPCOATS
in
Brown. gra. blue. and tan
$18.50 FP
BEN SKLAR
(S II) TOW'.
 •
Arrow New Trump
has a
5-honor count!
1—A specially woven soft collar for long wear.
2--Mitoga shaped-to-fit.
3—Sanforized-Shrunk---for permanent fit.
4—Authentic style.
5—All this for only $2.
ARROW SHIRTS
A new shirt If one over shrinks.
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Colvin Holds I The Amazon
Spring Formal 4
In a gay and colorful setting,
Colvin hall held its spring formal
Friday evening. A bizarre effect
was achieved by chandeliers of long
van -colored novelty balloons and
colored lights for the unusually
large number who attended. To af-
ford more floor space the matron's
reception room, in addition to the
living room and dining room, was
also used for dancing. After re-
freshments were served male es-
corts were shown through the
dormitory.
Music was furnished by \Vatic
Akins Orchestra with Thelma Mur-
ray. Chaperones were Mrs. J.
Whittlesey, Dr. and Mrs. W. L.
Starr, and Dr. and Mrs. R. L. Mor-
row. The committee in charge was
Elizabeth Gruginskis, chairman;
Alice Ann Donovan, and Marjorie
Lynds.
Those present were: Maxine Gag-
non, Wendell Brewster; Frances
Violette, Robert Merrill; Elizabeth
Sullivan, William Violette; Flor-
ence Farnham, John Rietz; Jean
McDonough, Sherman Vannah; El-
eanor Look, Edwin Lord; Margaret
Maxwell, Earl Carlson; Natalie
Hooper, Buel Dean; Camilla Doak,
Jack Littlefield; Marion Hatch,
Clark Kuney; Marjorie Lynds,
Duncan Cotting; Marguerite Pic-
ard, Jack Getchell; Lorraine Gross,
Carl Osgood; Priscilla Thomas,
Charles Weaver; Marjorie Johnson,
James Marr; Ruth Trickey, Janie
Ashby; Margaret Cheney, Waites
Hanley; Nancy Hennings, Carlton
Payson; Jean Mitchell, James Har-
ris; Iris Guiou, Russell Gamage;
Helen Abbott, Donald Poole; Mar-
jorie Taylor, William West; Evan-
geline Anderson, Frederick Robie;
Alice Pierce, Raymond Nelson; Al-
ice Ann Donovan, Alexander Mun-
ro; Margaret Lowell, Arthur Rey-
nolds; Jewell Hall, Donald Libby.
Phyllis Brown, Herbert Peabody;
Mary Cooper, Lewis Edwards;
Shirley Mitchell, Joseph Lewis;
Marion Borden, Melvin McKenzie;
Doris Currier, Edwin Lannigan;
Helen Harding, Leslie Brookes;
Constance Philbrook, Leon Breton;
Elizabeth McAlary, Roderic Gard-
ner; Eleanor Dougherty, William
Ward; Hilda Rowe, Wallace Beard-
sell; Pauline Riley, Richard Quig-
ley; Esther Drummond, Robert Rob-
ertson; Mavis Creamer, Isadore
Sobel; Ernestine Pinkham, John
Byrne; Martha Chase, Harold Ger-
rish; Elizabeth Cliff, George
Schmidt, Marguerite Davis, Fred
Beck; Elizabeth Drummond, Wal-
lace Gleason; Virginia Eddy, David
Landon; Elizabeth Emery, Bernard
Robbins; Hazel Feero, Eric Cook;
Eunice Gale, Dana Drew; Virginia
Hall, Carlton Cressy; Eloise Hutch-
inson, William Copeland; Elizabeth
Luce, Arnold Veague; Ferne Lunt.
Kenneth Clark; Ruth Pagan, Jos-
eph Hamlin; Sarah Pike, Edward
Merrill; Louise Rice, Henry Piot--
kowski; Frances Sawyer, Arthur
Swett; Madeline Smart, William
Thompson; Georgia Taylor, Ed-
ward Ladd; Gwendolyn Weymouth,
Robert McDonald; Barbara Young,
Frances Fortier; Marjorie Deering.
Duncan Jewell; Theresa Johnson.
William Wright; Anna Verrill,
Robert Cameron.
JUNIOR PRISM
(Continued from Page One)
the same time maintained their
prominence.
"Many more campus life pictures
are being used this year and will
occupy about 20 pages.
"One of the best features of the
new "Prism" is the use of a padded
cover on which, in the books for th.,
Juniors, names will he printed.
• 
PALE BLUE REVUE
(Continued from Page One)
blue and silver and long dresses in
white and silver have been made for
the girls' trio.
Admission to the balcony is 50
cents. This excludes dance admis-
sion. Reserved seats on the floor
are on sale for $1.00 including a
mission to the dance.
The University of Arizona
cently enrolled four new "student '
from Africa. They are rhesus mo
keys who will be used to study
decay. sA. C. p
YOU WILL FIND IT AT
?ARK'S 14.1110,1Altf0"0.11AltliTT
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T Alumni Hold
Ten Meetings
The girls' basketball tournament
ended this week with the Junior A
team and Freshmen B team victo-
rious.
The standing of all the games is
as follows:
A Tournament:
Juniors—Won 6, lost 0; average,
100 percent.
Freshmen—Won 4, lost 2; aver-
age, 66 2-3 percent.
Sophomores—Won 2, lost 4; av-
erage, 33 1-3 percent.
Seniors—Won 0, lost 6; average,
0 percent.
B Tournament:
Freshmen—Won 5, lost 1; aver-
age, 83 1-3 percent.
Juniors—Won 4, tied 1, lost 1;
average, 75 percent.
Sophomores—Won 2, lost 4; av-
erage, 66 2-3 percent.
Seniors—Tied 1, lost 5; average.
8 1-3 percent.
The Junior tournament winners,
were almost defeated by the Soph-
omores last week, the score being
37-33.
The lineups for the games last
week were as follows:
Junior A Sophomore A
Silver f 10 f Donavon 13 1
Hogie f 10 f Holmes 12
D. Stacy f 16 f Rh
Chute g 
g 
Cheney
M. Stacy g g Buck
Philbrook g g Deering
Hussy g g Hall
Referees: Hutchins, Leighton.
Senior A
Raye f 7
Cobb f 2
Mayhew f 2
Clement g
Mitchell g
Deering g
Frosh A
f Garvin 11
f Pike
f Gleason 20
f Verrill
f Creamer I
g Hanson
g Walsh
g Hutchin
g Wormwood
Total scores: Senior A, 11; Frosh
A, 43.
Referee: D. Stacy; umpire, M.
Stacy.
Frosh A Sophomore A
Gleason f 17 f Holmes 1
Verrill f 2 f Cheny 5
Creamer f 12 f Donavan 10
Pike f f Rhoda
Hanson g g Buck
Wormwood g g Deering
Hutchins g g Reece
Walsh g g Hall
Total scores: Frosh A 31, Soph
omore A 16. Referee: D. Stacy.
Umpire: Lunt.
Junior B Frosh B
Hennessy f 20 f Gammons
Dimitre f 2 f Philbrook 11
Currie f 20 f Thomas 6
Pierce g g McAlary
Taylor g
Scarce g
g• Mitchell
g Carlow
g Pineo
Total scores: Junior B 42; Froth
B 27. Referee: D. Stacy, Hutchins.
Umpire. Sanborn.
Senior B
Smith f 10
Lowell f R
Benjamin f 2
Ford g
Seavy g
Sharon g
Sophomore B
f Phair 12
f Libby 10
f Sylvester
g Worcester
g Simpson
g Peaslee
g Shiro
g Roberts=on
Total scores: Senior 13 20, Sopho-
more 13 22. Referee: M. Stacy. Um-
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Ten meetings of University of
Maine alumni are to be held during
the ten days beginning March 21,
according to Alumni Secretary
'Charles E. Crossland. Dr. Edward
J. Allen, dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, and Mr. Cross-
land are to attend and address
these groups.
Dean Allen is to make his first
1 visit to alumni clubs in northern
New York and the Middlewest. Be-
ginning at Schenectady Monday,
March 21, the dean will address al-
umni of Northeastern New York, a
great many of whom are employed
by the General Electric Co. The
following night he is to be at Syra-
cuse to meet with alumni of Central
New York. On Wednesday, Dean
Allen will address a luncheon group
at Rochester at noon and a dinner
meeting of Western New York al-
umni at Buffalo that night. Ohio
Alumni Association meets in Cleve-
land on Thursday, March 24. This
group is one of the most active of
all the local alumni organizations.
Dean Allen will visit one or more
of the big industrial plants in the
city.
Western Pennsylvania Alumni As-
sociation will entertain Dean Allen
Friday, March 25; here the Dean is
to be special guest of Dr. Kenneth
S. Field '25, head of the depart-
ment of economics at Carnegie. On
the same night Secretary Crossland
will meet with his first group at
Detroit, where Michiganders gath-
er. The week's journey will con-
clude with Dean Allen and Mr.
Crossland meeting with the Illinois
Alumni Association at Chicago, af-
ter which the Dean returns to the
East.
lure, Chute.
Junior 13
Currie f 6
Bell f 2
Hennessy f
Dimitre f
Taylor g
Bearce g
Pierce g
Sophomore B
f Phair 4
f Libby 10
14 f Sylvester 4
f Shiro 2
g Peaslee
g Robertson
g Worcester
g Sylvester
g Simpson
Total scores: Junior B 22, Soph-
omore B 20. Referee, M. Leighton.
Umpire, Lunt.
Frosh B Senior B
Thomas f 4 f Smith 6
McAlary f 13 f Benjamin 1
f Lowell 10
Philbrook f 6 f Mitchel!
Gammons f 15
Donlon g g Ford
g Sharon
Philbrook g
Pineo g
Mitchell g
Total scores: Frosh B 38. Senior
B 20. Referee: Leighton. Umpire
D. Stacy.
The volley ball season has start-
s d with Judy Moynihan as manager.
Upperclassmen are urgsd to get
their required eractices in as -ow]
as possible.
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BOSTON SCHOOL OF
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Ntir top RVI(E IN A
NEW IIILANCII OF THE MEDICAL
PROFF.SSION.
COURSE OF STUDY INCLUDES BI-
OLOGICAL, SOCIAL, CLINICAL SCI-
ENCES, AND THE CREATIVE ARTS
ADVANCED STANDING GIVEN
COLLEGE GRADUATES.
MRS. MARJORIE. It, GREENE,
Director
7 Harcourt St. Boston, Mass
Only School ill New England
recognised by the American
Medical Association for the
training of Occupational Thera-
pists.
Portland Club
Gives Scholarship
The Portland Club of the Uni-
versity of Maine women will offer
an annual scholarship aid to a wo-
man student from Cum bei land
County who is in one of the upper
classes of the university, President
Arthur A. Hauck announced Tues-
day.
The award of $50.00 is to be
made to a deserving student by the
Honors Committee of the univers-
ity faculty, provisions of the schol-
arship state.
Miss Rose Estelle Cox of Port-
land is the chairman of the schol-
arship committee of the Portland
alumnae group.
Mr. Crossland is to meet for the
first time with the Missouri Asso-
ciation at St. Louis on Monday,
March 28 and on the following
night will speak to the Cincinnati
section of the Ohio Alumni organi-
zation. He will then attend the
silver anniversary convention of
the American Alumni Council at
Columbus.
Last week, Dr. J. H. Huddilston
and the Alumni Secretary were
guests of the Maryland, Philadel-
phia and New York associations
where there was a fine showing of
interest.
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MAINE DAY
(Continued from Page One)
competitive events were unneces-
sary. Several suggestions for sub-
stitutes were submitted at this
time.
Chairman Parkman of the Morn-
ing Committee reported that some
work projects had already been sub-
mitted to occupy the three hours
of morning work.
The Maine Day committees ap-
pointed at this time were:
Morning Committee: Lauress
Parkman, chairman; Professor M.
D. Jones, Professor G. W. Small,
Professor G. Steinhauer, Professor
R. Clapp, Mary Wright, Norman
Ness, Katherine Rowe, James Fitz-
patrick, George Grant, Thomas
Barker, Herbert Leanord, Eliza-
beth Libbey, and Ruth Worcester.
Afternoon Committee: Edward
Sherry, chairman; Professor Helen
Lengyel, Professor S. M. Wallace,
Professor T. S. Curtis, Charles Ar-
bor, Helen Maling, Barbara Cor-
bett, Mary Helen Raye, Constance
Philbrook, Richard Quigley, Thom-
as Lees, Harold Gerrish, a n d
Charles Wilson.
Evening Committee: Mary Leigh-
ton, chairman; Ruth Pagan, El-
flora Savage, Betty Luce, Helen
Wormwood, Elizabeth Kruse, Mar-
garet Hauck, Duncan Cotting, and
Stephen Bacigalupo.
Publicity Committee: Edwin Coi-
trell, chairman; Jean Kent, Richard
Pierce, and Robert Cullinan.
LEADERSHIP CONFER-
ENCE
(Continued from Page One)
any Round Table" by Mr. Fred Lor-
ing, "Group Games and Organiza-
tion" by Miss Marion Rogers and
Elizabeth Henry, "Publicity and
Posters" by Philip Brocksaay and
Alice Ann Donovan, "Discussion
Leading" by Miss Pearle Baxter
and Faith Shesong.
At 2:00 o'clock there will be wor-
ship service in charge of Faith
Shesong.
The general committee is made
up of Miss Elizabeth Ring, Miss
Helen Lengyel, Miss Edith Wilson,
Mary Wright, Madge Stacy, Mary-
Helen Raye, Elizabeth Henry, Iris
Guiou, Laura Chute, Faith She-
song, Virginia Maguire. Azalea
Boyer is in charge of an exhibit of
books selected as valuable referenc-
es by the discussion leaders.
Anyone who has not yet regis-
tered should see Mary-Helen Raye
at the Maples, Madge Stacy at Bal-
entine, Iris Guiou at Colvin, Jane
Holmes at the Elms, Mary Wright
at South Hall, Elizabeth Henry at
North Hall, or Gwendolyn Baker at
the M. C. A. Building, before Fri-
day night.
Although this conference is being
planned to give valuable informa-
tion to present officers and commit-
tee members, it is hoped that the
plans will be attractive to others.
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4-H Club Elects
Gates President
Stanley Gates was elected pres-
ident of the College 4H Club at a
meeting held last Wednesday eve-
ning in Rogers Hall. Other officers
are vice-president, Edu in Potter;
secretary, Alice Smith; and treasur-
er, Glenna Johnson.
Following the election, Casey
Lovejoy, State 4H Club leader,
gave a short address on the 411
Club work in Maine at the present
time.
GRATON CONTEST
All entrants should see Professor
Dow, 145 Stevens, at one of the fol-
lowing times: Friday, March IS,
8:00 - 9:00 a. m., 1:30 - 3:00 p. m.,
or Monday, March 21, same hours.
Each person will be given a num-
ber to place on his paper instead Id
his name, in order that the judges
may not know the identity of the
contestants.
German Club Will Meet Tues.
Deutscher Verein, German chi!),
will hold its next meeting Tuesday
evening, March 22, at 7 o'clock in
the MCA building.
At 7:45 a program of moving pic-
tures which will be open to the
public will be given. Pictures to be
shown include Bayreuth, City of
Richard Wagner; Noerdlingen; The
Heise Mountains; and The Rhine.
CoDynabt 1931,
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Wait. . . wait. . .
that's the watchword for
Chesterfield tobaccos
Here's the reason so many smokers
like Chesterfields. . .
Thousands of casks of mild ripe
Chesterfield tobacco are kept in stor-
age all the time—every pound of it
aged 2 years or more to give Chest-
erfield smokers more pleasure.
The mild ripe tobaccos—home-grown
and aromatic Turkish—and the pure
cigarette paper used in Chesterfields
are the best ingredients a cigarette
can have. They Satisfy,
hes terfiid MORE PLEASURE.; . . give you
t\
